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ABSTRACT 
Applying local volume averaging method a mathematical model including liver porosity, tortuosity, permeability, unbound drug fraction, drug-
plasma diffusivity, axial/radial dispersion and hepatocellular metabolism parameters was developed for hepatic drug elimination. The model was 
numerically solved using implicit finite difference method to describe drug concentration gradient with time across the liver. Statistically validated by 
observations and other models, the model suggested axial dispersion as a significant variable in drug distribution across the liver. Sensitivity analyses 
revealed that lower liver porosity resulted in faster drug distribution across the liver, and bioavailability was sensitive to the interaction between 
unbound fraction and intrinsic clearance.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The liver plays a very important role in the elimination of drugs, toxic 
substances, and harmful biochemical products produced by the body. 
The liver’s essential role in the maintenance of homeostasis as well as 
drug and toxin elimination in the body demands a detailed 
understanding of liver function. Mechanistic models that effectively 
describe liver function can play an important role in understanding and 
predicting drug concentration and hepatic metabolic performance. 
Different physiological models have been developed for the liver based 
on different degrees of simplifications and assumptions. The well-
stirred (WS) model and the parallel-tube (PT) model are the two most 
commonly used models describing drug elimination by the liver (Pang 
and Rowland, 1977). These models are based on idealized situations of 
blood flow and drug distribution in the liver with an implicit 
assumption that the partition ratio of free drug between sinusoidal blood 
and hepatocytes is constant. In the well-stirred model, the drug is 
assumed to be instantaneously and homogeneously mixed with the 
blood in the liver resulting in very uniform drug concentration across 
the liver. Distributed parallel tube model was developed based on a 
distribution function defining the volumetric fraction of blood flow 
transported in each tube (Bass et al., 1978; Forker and Luxon, 1978). 
Roberts and Rowland (1986) suggested a physiological-based 
dispersion (DP) model based on the residence time distribution of the 
drug in the liver. Although the DP model takes into account 
hepatocellular permeability of drugs, it fails to consider the hepatic 
tissue partition coefficient and tissue structural characteristics such as 
porosity and tortuosity. Hisaka and Sugiyama (1998) solved the 
fundamental equation of DP at nonlinear and unsteady state hepatic 
elimination of substances using explicit finite difference method which 
is less accurate than the implicit method. They also incorporated their 

method into a nonlinear least-squares fitting algorithm to estimate 
pharmacokinetics (PK) parameters. Their numerical model was based 
on a series of m compartments corresponding to the free or bound drug 
in the vascular space, blood cells, or Disse space, or in the cells at 
various radial distances from the vasculature; however, the model was 
unable to include the instantaneous equilibrium conditions (e.g.. tissue 
partition coefficient) between the tissue cells and the blood. In addition, 
the structural properties of the liver tissue (e.g. porosity, tortuosity, and 
permeability) were not included in the model. 

Because biological tissues are formed by a porous extracellular 
matrix consisting of dispersed cells and connective voids saturated by 
an interstitial fluid, the application of porous media concepts for 
describing transport phenomena (e.g. blood-tissue nutrient transfer) in 
tissues has been attractive to researchers within the last two decades. 
Charles et al. (1989) introduced a three dimensional finite element 
model for the fluid flow and mass transfer in the liver based on the 
principles of porous media. Described by Darcy’s law, they considered 
the blood flow in the liver as a creeping flow and then developed the 
momentum and mass transfer equations. Neglecting axial dispersion, 
the mass transfer governing equation was unable to describe the 
hepatocellular drug metabolism. Although the drug transfer from the 
blood to the cells was described by cell membrane permeability, the 
model was unable to include the partitioning of drug between tissue and 
blood. The lack of information of tissue partition coefficient, the axial 
dispersion and hepatocellular metabolism in the model were significant 
downsides of the proposed model. 

Employing the concepts of porosity and tortuosity in porous media 
Nicholson (2001) demonstrated the significant effects of porosity and 
tortuosity on delivery rate of oxygen, glucose and drug substances from 
the vascular system to the brain cells. Using the porous media approach 
he pointed out that void fraction and tortuosity can reveal how the local 
geometry of the brain changes with time or under pathological 
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conditions. A porous media based continuum-mechanical model was 
presented by Ehlers et al. (2011) to describe the complex fluid-structure 
interaction in biological tissue on a macroscopic scale. They treated the 
biological tissue as a porous medium where cells and the extracellular 
matrix were treated as the solid phase, whereas extracellular and 
interstitial liquids and necrotic debris were the fluid phase. Their model 
was able to describe the growth of the tissue by a distinct mass 
exchange between the fluid and solid phase. They used their model for 
the simulation of the early stages of a vascular tumor growth in the 
framework of the finite element method.  

Although several mechanistic models have been presented for 
predicting the hepatic drug elimination, an improved model can be 
achieved if the liver structural properties (e.g. porosity, tortuosity and 
permeability) together with the drug physicochemical characteristics 
(e.g. partition coefficient, plasma unbound fraction, affinity), non-linear 
hepatocellular metabolism and transport properties (e.g. molecular 
diffusion coefficient, dispersion coefficient, perfusion rate) are 
compiled to a single governing equation to spatially describe the 
transient drug distribution across the liver. The main objective of this 
study is to employ local volume averaging (LVA) method for modeling 
and simulation of drug elimination by the liver. In LVA method the 
liver is treated as a periodic structure in which the fluid phase, blood, 
flows through a solid matrix of cells (hepatocytes) where a local 
equilibrium between cells and the blood is assumed and a nonlinear 
hepatocellular metabolism takes place. Time dependent drug 
concentration gradient across the liver, drug hepatic elimination rate, 
hepatic clearance and bioavailability are predicted. The predictability of 
the model will be statistically evaluated using reported observations of 
seven drugs and well known models followed by performing sensitivity 
analyses with respect to the liver porosity and axial dispersion.  

2. THEORY 
Liver consists of a matrix of hepatocytes (liver cells) and spaces filled 
with fluids e.g. blood and can be treated as a porous medium. In porous 
media when a solid matrix cannot be described within pore size, a 
representative elementary volume (REV) with a characteristic length of 
l and volume of Vl is defined to represent the structure of the matrix. 
Since a lobule is functionally considered as a representative processing 
unit from physiological viewpoint, the liver sinusoidal can be 
considered as a REV based on which a fluid flow biphasic model can be 
developed (Hall, 2006). Since a REV is defined as the smallest 
differential volume resulting in statistically meaningful average 
properties of a porous medium, a lobule can be also considered as the 
REV of the liver tissue for deriving a governing mass transfer equation 
if certain length scales of the liver structure are satisfied. 
 

2.1 Mathematical Modeling 
Liver tissue is composed of spatially repeated hexagonal units 
consisting of hepatocytes or liver cells lining blood-filled sinusoids of 
diameter of dp (see Fig. 1a). Bloods from branches of the portal venule 
and hepatic arteriole are mixed and radially and axially flow through 
the sinusoids to subsequently drain into the central vein. Substances 
(e.g. oxygen, drugs) are transferred from the blood to the hepatocytes 
during flow through the sinusoids. A REV may be simplified as a solid 
matrix of hepatocytes where the fluid phase, blood, enters and leaves 
the volume while radially and axially distributed in the matrix with no 
blood flow into the solid phase (see Fig. 1b). Then, local volume 
averaged properties over the REV is defined as (Kaviany, 1995): 
 

dV
V

lVl
∫= ϕϕ 1  (1) 

 
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the liver microstructure with associated 

length scales.   
 
where ϕ  is the property of interest (e.g. porosity) and <ϕ>  is the local 
volume averaged property.  Averaged transport governing equations 
and properties over the REV is called local volume averaging (LVA) 
method the validity of which must be verified according to the medium 
length scales as: 

Lldk pphys <<<<<2/1  (2) 

where kphys is the sinusoidal based permeability (m2), dp is the average 
sinusoidal diameter (m), l is the length scale of REV (m), and L is the 
length of the liver tissue (m). Since a liver approximately consists of 
one million lobules (Jones and Spring-Mills, 1998), for a normal liver 
tissue with a volume of 1223 ± 217 cm3 (Zhou et al., 2007), the linear 
dimension of a single lobule will be approximately 600 µm. 
Considering the liver sinusoidal based permeability of 3.3×10-13 m2 
(Bonfiglio et al., 2010), the sinusoid diameter of a few cells (i.e. <60 
µm), and the liver tissue length of ~20 cm, the validity condition of 
LVA is evaluated as 5.7×10-7 << 6×10-5 < 6×10-4 << 2×10-1 which 
satisfies the LVA condition given in Eq. (2). 

The liver geometry was simplified as a slab with the same 
thickness and volume as the liver (see Fig. 2). Having the liver average 
volume and thickness, the length of the representative slab was 
calculated as the equivalent length of the liver, L. As shown in figure 
2a, the bloods from portal venule and hepatic artery are mixed and 
perfused across the liver and leaves through the hepatic vein towards 
vena cava. Figure 2b shows the porous differential element of the liver 
tissue with a length of ∆x over which the differential mass balance of a 
drug is applied. As mathematically illustrated in figure 2b, the drug 
compounds in blood flow in the liver are transported into the 
differential element by means of three mass transport mechanisms, 
molecular diffusion, axial/radial dispersion, and advection. In the same 
way the drug is transported out of the element by the same mass 
transport mechanisms. 

 
 Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the liver microstructure with associated 

length scales.   
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As the blood flows through the sinusoids (pores of the element) with a 
Darcy velocity, the unbound drug in plasma is assumed to be locally in 
equilibrium with the hepatocytes within which the drug undergoes 
hepatocellular metabolism at a metabolism rate described as: 
 

p
Buvivoinintmet CfClm )(_ˆ =  (3) 

 
where metm̂ is the hepatocellular metabolism rate normalized by the 
liver tissue volume (mgs-1ml-1),  fu(B) is the unbound fraction of the drug 
in the blood, Clint-in vivo is the average value of in vivo hepatic intrinsic 

clearance (s-1), and
PC is the local volume averaged drug 

concentration in plasma (mgml-1). In addition to Eq. (3), the 
concentration dependent hepatocellular metabolism can be described by 
Michaelis–Menten equation as: 
 

P
BuM

P
Bu
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CfK

CfM
m
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+

=  (4) 

 
where Mmax and KM are maximum metabolism rate capacity (mgs-1 ml-1) 
and affinity term (mgml-1), respectively. Applying a transient mass 
balance over the differential element with a thickness of ∆x results in: 
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where DAB is the molecular diffusion of the unbound drug in the plasma 
(m2s-1), ε is the sinusoidal based porosity, τ  is the sinusoidal based 
tortuosity, fu(B) is the unbound fraction of the drug in the blood, A is the 
cross sectional area perpendicular to the hepatic blood flow into the 
liver tissue representative slab (m2), x is the position of the drug 
compound in the liver (m), .

metm  is the hepatocellular metabolism rate 

(mgs-1), K* is the liver tissue partition coefficient, t is time (s), dD|| is 

axial dispersion coefficient (m2s-1), and Bu is the blood Darcy velocity 
(ms-1) obtained  from the Darcy law given as: 
 

A
Qu h

B=  (6) 

 
where Qh is the hepatic perfusion rate (mls-1). Having the sinusoidal 
permeability of the liver tissue and the blood pressure drop across the 
liver, the blood Darcy velocity can be obtained as: 
 

L
Pk

u phys
B

∆
−=

µ
 (7) 

 
where ∆P/L is the linear blood pressure gradient (Pas.m-1) across the 
liver and µ is the blood viscosity (Pas.s). Since, according to Darcy’s 
law, the Darcy velocity of the blood is considered as the average blood 
velocity across the liver, the axial dispersion coefficient is assumed to 
be constant due to the constant Darcy velocity. Based on the dispersion 
number (Dn=Pe-1) of 0.17 for the liver (Roberts and Rowland, 1986), an 
axial dispersion coefficient of 1.28 ×10-4 m2/s was used for simulation.  
The partial differential governing equation of drug transfer, Eq. (8), 
then, is derived by substituting the metabolism term by Eq. (3) and 

normalizing Eq. (5) by the volume of the differential element followed 
by simplifying the equation and letting ∆x and ∆t go to zero as: 
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where metm̂  is the hepatocellular metabolism rate normalized by the 
liver tissue volume (mgml-1 s-1) given by Eqs. (3) and (4) for a constant 
and nonlinear hepatocellular metabolism, respectively. Accordingly, the 
intrinsic clearance function is defined as: 
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As indicated in Eq. (8), the time dependent drug concentration in 

both hepatocytes and plasma is described by the accumulation term on 
the right side of the equation. The liver structural characteristics of 
porosity and tortuosity are included in the governing equation while the 
blood Darcy velocity and the axial dispersion coefficient takes into 
account the influence of the tissue permeability. If instantaneous drug 
distribution in the body occurs following intravenous (IV) bolus 
injection of drug then the ratio of the IV dose (X0) to the volume of 
distribution (Vd) determines the plasma drug concentration at the blood 
entry to the liver. At the liver inlet and outlet boundaries the convective 
mass flow predominates and diffusion and dispersion are assumed to be 
insignificant. Consequently, the boundary conditions and initial 
conditions can be described as: 
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When the drug distribution within the liver is complete, the model 

can predict the plasma unbound drug concentration just at the liver 
outlet. With knowledge of the drug concentration at the inlet and outlet 
of the liver the hepatic clearance (Clh-LVA) can be evaluated as: 
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where P

uC is the local volume averaged unbound drug concentration 
(mgml-1), L is the equivalent length of the liver (m). In order to compare 
the proposed model to other models, the hepatic clearance was 
calculated for WS, PT and DP models, respectively, as follows (Ito and 
Houston, 2004): 
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where Clh-WS, Clh-PT  and Clh-DP  (s-1) are the hepatic clearance suggested 
by WS, PT and DP models, the dispersion number of Dn in Equation 
(15) is 0.17 and a is defined as (Roberts and Rowland, 1986): 
 

h

ninvivointtBu

Q
DClVf

a −+= )(4
1  (16) 

 
where Vt  is the volume of the liver tissue (ml) and can be calculated for 
males and females by  Equations (17) and (18), respectively, as a 
function of body weight as (Anderson et al., 2000): 
 

)10log(5.2103.17415 cbt aWV ++=  (17) 

bt WV 5.14389 +=  (18) 
 
where Vt is the liver volume (ml), Wb is the body weight (kg) 
and ac is the number of drinks per day. With estimates of hepatic 
clearance (Clh) and the hepatic perfusion rate (Qh), the 
bioavailability is calculated as (Roberts and Rowland, 1986): 
 

h

h
h Q

Cl
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2.2 Numerical Solution of the Moldel 
The model was numerically solved based on some assumptions and 
physical arguments as: 

• Extrahepatic clearance of the drug was negligible. 
• Biliary excretion of parent drug was negligible. 
• Following IV administration drug undergoes instantaneous 

distribution in the body such that plasma drug concentration 
at the liver inlet could be assumed as the ratio of IV dose to 
the volume of distribution of the drug. 

• Blood concentration to plasma concentration ratio of the drug 
was unity. 

• The unbound fraction of the drug in the blood remained 
unchanged with time. 

• Radial dispersion was negligible compared to advection and 
axial dispersion as each lobule function is independent of 
neighboring lobules. 

The liver representative slab was divided into N+1 nodes where N 
was the node at the liver outlet and N+1 was a fictitious node just in the 
hepatic vein. Then, Eq. (8) was discretized using implicit finite 
difference method. Rearranging the finite difference equations resulted 
in the following system of algebraic equations as: 
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where i is the node index, C represents the plasma unbound drug 
concentration, and the coefficients of α, β, γ, and θ  are defined as: 
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The mesh size was determined based on the sensitivity analysis of the 
drug concentration gradient across the liver with respect to the number 
of nodes at 100 s. Time step size was determined based on the analysis 
of stability, accuracy and the speed of solution. Gauss-Seidel iterative 
method with a convergence criterion of 10-6 was used for solving the 
system of algebraic equations simultaneously in MATLAB. Simulation 
was performed for seven drugs, lidocaine, metoprolol, verapamil, 
caffeine, timolol, diazepam, and phenacetin (Shibata et al, 2002), at a 
hepatic perfusion rate of 1500 mlmin-1 and a sinusoidal porosity of 0.12 
(Bonfiglio et al., 2010) for a time-course of 200 s following a 5 mg IV 
dose of each drug. The tortuosity of the liver tissue was calculated 
according to the tortuosity of porous media consisting of layer by layer 
parallel rods as (Perry and Green, 2008): 
 

ε
ετ

2)1( −
=  (24) 

 
Table 1 shows the reported pharmacokinetic properties of each drug 
used for the simulation. Lidocaine, with a tissue partition coefficient of 
0.61 (Joseph et al., 2001), was chosen as a candidate for the simulation 
of drug distribution across the liver as well as for sensitivity analyses. 
 
Table 1 Pharmacokinetic parameters a of drugs used for simulation 

Drug 
Unbound 
fraction 

Intrinsic 
clearance 

(mlmin-1kg-1) 

Volume of 
distribution (Lkg-1) 

Lidocaine 0.615 29.8 3.00  
Metoprolol 0.883 17.8 4.5 
Verapamil 0.280 31.0 4.63 
Caffeine 0.650 1.7e 1.06 
Phenacetin 0.600 127.5 1.55 
Timolol 0.400 7.7  3.5 
Diazepam 0.013 0.3 1.57 
a (Shibata et al., 2002) 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Based on a sensitivity analysis performed for the drug concentration 
gradient across the liver with respect to the grid size at 100 s, a mesh 
size of 0.63 mm equivalent to 350 nodes was adopted for the numerical 
solution. According to accuracy and speed of solution, which were 
performed for different time step sizes of 0.1, 1, 5, and 10 s, a time step 
size of 1 s was used for the numerical solution. 

Figure 3a depicts the LVA-based model predictions and 
observations (Shibata et al., 2002) of the hepatic clearance including the 
uncertainty (error bars) associated with reported data for seven drugs at 
a perfusion rate of 1500 mlmin-1. A good agreement between predicted 
and reported values can be observed. Although the LVA-based model 
underestimates timolol and slightly overestimates caffeine hepatic 
clearance, the predicted values are within the uncertainties of the 
observed values with a coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.91. Figure 
3b illustrates the LVA-based model predictions and observations 
(Shibata et al., 2002) of bioavailability including the error bar of the 
reported values for seven drugs at a perfusion rate of 1500 mlmin-1 for a 
70 kg male subject. A relatively good agreement is observed between 
predicted and observed values although LVA-based model 
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overestimates verapamil, lidocaine and timolol. The error can be 
attributed to the difference between observed values of oral 
bioavailability, which includes drug loss across the intestinal wall, and 
the LVA model predicted values of the hepatic bioavailability. In 
addition, because the error associated with the predicted hepatic 
clearance propagates into the predicted values of bioavailability, 
according to Eq. (11), the error is accumulated in the predicted 
bioavailability values. The influence of hepatic clearance prediction 
error on the calculated bioavailability can be well observed for 
verapamil where the underestimated hepatic clearance leads to 
overestimation of bioavailability. 
 

 
Fig. 3 Predicted values of hepatic clearance (a) and bioavailability 

from LVA-based model compared to observed values reported 
by (Shibata et al., 2002) for seven drugs. 

 
Table 2 indicates that LVA-based model predictions of hepatic 

clearance at a dispersion number of 0.17 are consistent with PT and DP 
models; however, a larger discrepancy between LVA and WS models 
can be distinguished due to the significant simplifications associated 
with the WS model. Comparing the predicted values to the observed 
values, Table 2 indicates that the LVA-based model improves 
predictability for diazepam although the model slightly overestimates 
caffeine hepatic clearance compared to WS, PT and DP models. 
 
Table 2 Observed hepatic clearance (mlmin-1Kg-1) and the predicted 
values from LVA, WS, PT, and DP models for seven drugs 

Drug Clh_LVA Clh_WS Clh_PT Clh_DP Observed 
Valuesa 

Verapamil 7.51 6.18 7.14 6.84 11.8±5.0 
Phenacetin 20.00 16.74 20.83 19.83 19.6±4.5 
Lidocaine 12.27 9.88 12.32 11.51 12.5±1.5 
Metoprolol 11.63 10.14 12.70 11.86 10.8±1.5 
Caffeine 2.83 1.05 1.08 1.07 1.0±0.4 
Timolol 4.29 3.11 3.11 3.35 7.7±1.2 
Diazepam 0.47 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.3±0.1 
a (Shibata et al., 2002) 

Mean squared prediction errors (MSEs) of hepatic clearance were 
7.14, 18.41, 8.15, and 9.42 for LVA, WS, PT and DP models, 
respectively. The higher MSE in the WS model is due to its less 
mechanistic nature and oversimplified assumptions for the hepatic 
elimination process as compared with LVA, PT and DP models while 
MSE resulted from LVA model is close to PT and DP models because 
of more mechanistic assumptions associated with the models. 
Comparing resultant MSEs from models indicates that LVA-based 
model can lead to smaller MSE values of hepatic clearance. Since LVA 
model takes into account more structural (i.e. porosity, tortuosity) and 
physico-chemical parameters (i.e. tissue partition coefficient) compared 
to other three models, errors associated with the parameters propagate 
in the solution resulting in larger uncertainties in predictions. Despite 
the existence of such a potential error can in LVA predictions, the 

resultant MSE is still smaller than those of the other models which 
might be an indication of an improved predictability of the hepatic 
clearance. Another source of error in calculating MSE values is 
associated with the assumption of negligible extrahepatic clearance of 
the drugs. Any source of extrahepatic clearance associated with the 
reported experimental observations can increase the discrepancy 
between the observations and predictions which consequently leads to 
larger MSE. With respect to the model predictability of bioavailability, 
except for WS model resulting in larger MSE of 0.06, other models 
resulted in the same MSE value of 0.04. 

Figure 4 illustrates the plasma unbound drug concentration 
gradient of lidocaine across the liver at different times in the presence 
and absence of axial dispersion. In the absence of dispersion (Dn=0), 
only diffusion and advection contributes to drug transport such that the 
drug distributes along the liver in 20 s (figure 4); however, in the 
presence of dispersion (Dn=0.17) the drug is rapidly distributed in the 
liver such that the drug compound appears at the hepatic vein in less 
than 10 s. This indicates that axial dispersion has a significant role in 
describing the drug distribution in the liver. This is very consistent with 
the results reported by Roberts and Rowland (1986) who described the 
residence time of a drug bolus in the liver using dispersion model. 
 

 
Fig. 4 Unbound drug concentration vs. equivalent length of the liver at 

different times following IV administration of 5 mg lidocaine. 
 

Figure 5 depicts the sensitivity of bioavailability to the intrinsic 
clearance and unbound fraction at a liver porosity of 0.12 and perfusion 
rate of 1500 mlmin-1. For low values of unbound fraction (<0.1) or 
intrinsic clearance (<0.1 Lmin-1kg-1) bioavailability gradually decreases 
with increases in either unbound fraction or intrinsic clearance or both. 
When unbound fraction and intrinsic clearance are low, an increase in 
only one does not produce a substantial drop in bioavailability due to 
the suppressing effect of the low value of the other variable. However, 
for higher values (>0.15) of unbound fraction and intrinsic clearance, an 
increase in either one causes a significant drop in bioavailability 
implying that metabolism rate is sufficiently sensitive to the magnitude 
of values of either unbound dug fraction or intrinsic clearance. 
 
 

 
Fig. 5 Bioavailability of lidocaine versus intrinsic clearance and 

unbound fraction at a sinusoidal perfusion rate of 1500 mlmin-1. 
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Since the liver porosity may vary due to different circumstances 
(i.e. individual variability, disease), the sensitivity of drug concentration 
gradient across the liver with respect to the liver porosity was 
investigated. Figure 6 depicts the drug concentration gradient across the 
liver at different times for the axial dispersion number of 0.17 within 
the porosity variation limit of 0.12±5% (0.06 and 0.18). An increase 
and decrease in the liver porosity lead to higher and lower plasma drug 
concentration across the liver which is associated with the effect of the 
porosity on the sinusoidal blood velocity (pore velocity), which is 
obtained by the ratio of blood Darcy velocity to the porosity. Lower 
sinusoidal porosity leads to higher pore velocity enhancing the effect of 
the advection term in Eq. (8). Larger advection causes the drug to move 
forward faster so that the residence time is reduced and the drug 
concentration gradient shifts forward at any position during the 
transient distribution time. Higher porosity reduces the plasma drug 
concentration shifting the drug concentration curve backward. 
However, the effect of porosity on the concentration gradient becomes 
insignificant at 80 s when the drug distribution across the liver has 
reached steady state. 
 

 
Fig. 6 The influence of porosity on plasma unbound drug concentration 
gradient across the liver at different times for lidocaine for axial 
dispersion number (Dn) of 0.17: − −, ε=0.06;   , ε=0.12; −⋅−, ε=0.18. 
 

4. CONCLUSION 
Being consistent with well know models and observations of hepatic 
clearance of seven drugs, the proposed LVA-based model can be 
successfully used for predicting transient drug concentration gradient 
across the liver and hepatic clearance. The sensitivity analyses revealed 
that the influence of axial dispersion on the drug concentration gradient 
and residence time of the drug across the liver is so significant that 
ignoring the axial dispersion causes a significant error in predicting 
hepatic drug elimination. The model’s ability to spatially describe the 
time dependent drug concentration across the liver makes the model 
potentially useful for investigating the effect of a pathological 
deficiency (i.e. shunting) on the pattern of drug distribution across the 
liver. Future refinements of the model will address the incorporation of 
mass transfer resistance associated with transporters and mass diffusion 
across the hepatocellular membranes. A departure from reported 
observations may exist if the diffusion mass transfer resistance across 
the hepatocellular membrane is higher than convection mass transfer 
resistance. This situation violates the assumption of local equilibrium 
and can result in significant error in predictions. The assumption of 
local equilibrium represented by the tissue partition coefficient also 
precludes addition of the role of transporters and their potential 
contribution as a rate-limiting process in the drug intrinsic clearance. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

A  cross sectional area (m2) 
a  constant in Eq. (15) 
C  concentration (mgml-1) 
<C>  local volume averaged drug concentration (mgml-1) 
Cl  clearance (s-1) 
D  molecular diffusivity (m2s-1) 
D||  axial dispersion coefficient (m2s-1) 
d  diameter (m) 
F  bioavailability (dimensionless) 
f  fraction (dimensionless) 
K  affinity term (mgml-1)  
K*  partition coefficient (dimensionless) 
k  permeability (m2) 
L  linear dimension of the liver (m) 
l  REV linear length (m) 
M  metabolism rate capacity (mgs-1ml-1) 
m⋅  metabolism rate (mgs-1) 
m̂   normalized hepatocellular metabolism (mgs-1ml-1)  

P  pressure (Nm-2) 
Pe                Peclet number 
Q  perfusion rate (mls-1) 
t  time (s) 
u  Darcy velocity (ms-1) 
V  volume (ml) 
W  body weight (kg) 
X drug dose (mg) 
x  coordinate (m)  
 
Greek Symbols  
α coefficient in Eqs. (20)-(22) 
β coefficient in Eqs. (20)-(22) 
γ  coefficient in Eqs. (20)-(22) 
ε  porosity (dimensionless) 
θ  coefficient in Eqs. (20)-(22) 
µ  viscosity (Pa.s) 
τ  tortuosity (dimensionless) 
ϕ propert of interest  
<ϕ>  local volume average of the property  
 
Superscripts  
d dispersion 
p  plasma 
t  time index 
 
Subscripts  
AB molecular diffusion of A in B 
B blood 
h hepatic 
h_DP hepatic clearance associated with DP model 
h_LVA hepatic clearance associated with LVA model 
h_PT hepatic clearance associated with PT model 
h_WS hepatic clearance associated with WS model 
i node index 
int intrinsic 
int_invivo in vivo intrinsic 
o initial 
l REV length 
m maximum 
M associated with Michaelis_Menthon equation 
met metabolism 
n number 
p pore 
phys physiological 
u(B) unbound drug in the blood 
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	Abstract
	Applying local volume averaging method a mathematical model including liver porosity, tortuosity, permeability, unbound drug fraction, drug-plasma diffusivity, axial/radial dispersion and hepatocellular metabolism parameters was developed for hepatic drug elimination. The model was numerically solved using implicit finite difference method to describe drug concentration gradient with time across the liver. Statistically validated by observations and other models, the model suggested axial dispersion as a significant variable in drug distribution across the liver. Sensitivity analyses revealed that lower liver porosity resulted in faster drug distribution across the liver, and bioavailability was sensitive to the interaction between unbound fraction and intrinsic clearance.  
	Keywords: Liver, local volume averaging, mass transfer, modeling 
	1. INTRODUCTION
	The liver plays a very important role in the elimination of drugs, toxic substances, and harmful biochemical products produced by the body. The liver’s essential role in the maintenance of homeostasis as well as drug and toxin elimination in the body demands a detailed understanding of liver function. Mechanistic models that effectively describe liver function can play an important role in understanding and predicting drug concentration and hepatic metabolic performance. Different physiological models have been developed for the liver based on different degrees of simplifications and assumptions. The well-stirred (WS) model and the parallel-tube (PT) model are the two most commonly used models describing drug elimination by the liver (Pang and Rowland, 1977). These models are based on idealized situations of blood flow and drug distribution in the liver with an implicit assumption that the partition ratio of free drug between sinusoidal blood and hepatocytes is constant. In the well-stirred model, the drug is assumed to be instantaneously and homogeneously mixed with the blood in the liver resulting in very uniform drug concentration across the liver. Distributed parallel tube model was developed based on a distribution function defining the volumetric fraction of blood flow transported in each tube (Bass et al., 1978; Forker and Luxon, 1978). Roberts and Rowland (1986) suggested a physiological-based dispersion (DP) model based on the residence time distribution of the drug in the liver. Although the DP model takes into account hepatocellular permeability of drugs, it fails to consider the hepatic tissue partition coefficient and tissue structural characteristics such as porosity and tortuosity. Hisaka and Sugiyama (1998) solved the fundamental equation of DP at nonlinear and unsteady state hepatic elimination of substances using explicit finite difference method which is less accurate than the implicit method. They also incorporated their method into a nonlinear least-squares fitting algorithm to estimate pharmacokinetics (PK) parameters. Their numerical model was based on a series of m compartments corresponding to the free or bound drug in the vascular space, blood cells, or Disse space, or in the cells at various radial distances from the vasculature; however, the model was unable to include the instantaneous equilibrium conditions (e.g.. tissue partition coefficient) between the tissue cells and the blood. In addition, the structural properties of the liver tissue (e.g. porosity, tortuosity, and permeability) were not included in the model.
	Because biological tissues are formed by a porous extracellular matrix consisting of dispersed cells and connective voids saturated by an interstitial fluid, the application of porous media concepts for describing transport phenomena (e.g. blood-tissue nutrient transfer) in tissues has been attractive to researchers within the last two decades. Charles et al. (1989) introduced a three dimensional finite element model for the fluid flow and mass transfer in the liver based on the principles of porous media. Described by Darcy’s law, they considered the blood flow in the liver as a creeping flow and then developed the momentum and mass transfer equations. Neglecting axial dispersion, the mass transfer governing equation was unable to describe the hepatocellular drug metabolism. Although the drug transfer from the blood to the cells was described by cell membrane permeability, the model was unable to include the partitioning of drug between tissue and blood. The lack of information of tissue partition coefficient, the axial dispersion and hepatocellular metabolism in the model were significant downsides of the proposed model.
	Employing the concepts of porosity and tortuosity in porous media Nicholson (2001) demonstrated the significant effects of porosity and tortuosity on delivery rate of oxygen, glucose and drug substances from the vascular system to the brain cells. Using the porous media approach he pointed out that void fraction and tortuosity can reveal how the local geometry of the brain changes with time or under pathological conditions. A porous media based continuum-mechanical model was presented by Ehlers et al. (2011) to describe the complex fluid-structure interaction in biological tissue on a macroscopic scale. They treated the biological tissue as a porous medium where cells and the extracellular matrix were treated as the solid phase, whereas extracellular and interstitial liquids and necrotic debris were the fluid phase. Their model was able to describe the growth of the tissue by a distinct mass exchange between the fluid and solid phase. They used their model for the simulation of the early stages of a vascular tumor growth in the framework of the finite element method. 
	Although several mechanistic models have been presented for predicting the hepatic drug elimination, an improved model can be achieved if the liver structural properties (e.g. porosity, tortuosity and permeability) together with the drug physicochemical characteristics (e.g. partition coefficient, plasma unbound fraction, affinity), non-linear hepatocellular metabolism and transport properties (e.g. molecular diffusion coefficient, dispersion coefficient, perfusion rate) are compiled to a single governing equation to spatially describe the transient drug distribution across the liver. The main objective of this study is to employ local volume averaging (LVA) method for modeling and simulation of drug elimination by the liver. In LVA method the liver is treated as a periodic structure in which the fluid phase, blood, flows through a solid matrix of cells (hepatocytes) where a local equilibrium between cells and the blood is assumed and a nonlinear hepatocellular metabolism takes place. Time dependent drug concentration gradient across the liver, drug hepatic elimination rate, hepatic clearance and bioavailability are predicted. The predictability of the model will be statistically evaluated using reported observations of seven drugs and well known models followed by performing sensitivity analyses with respect to the liver porosity and axial dispersion. 
	2. THEORY
	Liver consists of a matrix of hepatocytes (liver cells) and spaces filled with fluids e.g. blood and can be treated as a porous medium. In porous media when a solid matrix cannot be described within pore size, a representative elementary volume (REV) with a characteristic length of l and volume of Vl is defined to represent the structure of the matrix. Since a lobule is functionally considered as a representative processing unit from physiological viewpoint, the liver sinusoidal can be considered as a REV based on which a fluid flow biphasic model can be developed (Hall, 2006). Since a REV is defined as the smallest differential volume resulting in statistically meaningful average properties of a porous medium, a lobule can be also considered as the REV of the liver tissue for deriving a governing mass transfer equation if certain length scales of the liver structure are satisfied.
	2.1 Mathematical Modeling

	Liver tissue is composed of spatially repeated hexagonal units consisting of hepatocytes or liver cells lining blood-filled sinusoids of diameter of dp (see Fig. 1a). Bloods from branches of the portal venule and hepatic arteriole are mixed and radially and axially flow through the sinusoids to subsequently drain into the central vein. Substances (e.g. oxygen, drugs) are transferred from the blood to the hepatocytes during flow through the sinusoids. A REV may be simplified as a solid matrix of hepatocytes where the fluid phase, blood, enters and leaves the volume while radially and axially distributed in the matrix with no blood flow into the solid phase (see Fig. 1b). Then, local volume averaged properties over the REV is defined as (Kaviany, 1995):
	Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the liver microstructure with associated length scales.  
	where (  is the property of interest (e.g. porosity) and <(>  is the local volume averaged property.  Averaged transport governing equations and properties over the REV is called local volume averaging (LVA) method the validity of which must be verified according to the medium length scales as:
	 (2)
	where kphys is the sinusoidal based permeability (m2), dp is the average sinusoidal diameter (m), l is the length scale of REV (m), and L is the length of the liver tissue (m). Since a liver approximately consists of one million lobules (Jones and Spring-Mills, 1998), for a normal liver tissue with a volume of 1223 ± 217 cm3 (Zhou et al., 2007), the linear dimension of a single lobule will be approximately 600 (m. Considering the liver sinusoidal based permeability of 3.3(10-13 m2 (Bonfiglio et al., 2010), the sinusoid diameter of a few cells (i.e. <60 (m), and the liver tissue length of ~20 cm, the validity condition of LVA is evaluated as 5.7(10-7 << 6(10-5 < 6(10-4 << 2(10-1 which satisfies the LVA condition given in Eq. (2).
	The liver geometry was simplified as a slab with the same thickness and volume as the liver (see Fig. 2). Having the liver average volume and thickness, the length of the representative slab was calculated as the equivalent length of the liver, L. As shown in figure 2a, the bloods from portal venule and hepatic artery are mixed and perfused across the liver and leaves through the hepatic vein towards vena cava. Figure 2b shows the porous differential element of the liver tissue with a length of (x over which the differential mass balance of a drug is applied. As mathematically illustrated in figure 2b, the drug compounds in blood flow in the liver are transported into the differential element by means of three mass transport mechanisms, molecular diffusion, axial/radial dispersion, and advection. In the same way the drug is transported out of the element by the same mass transport mechanisms.
	 Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the liver microstructure with associated length scales.  
	As the blood flows through the sinusoids (pores of the element) with a Darcy velocity, the unbound drug in plasma is assumed to be locally in equilibrium with the hepatocytes within which the drug undergoes hepatocellular metabolism at a metabolism rate described as:
	 (3)
	whereis the hepatocellular metabolism rate normalized by the liver tissue volume (mgs-1ml-1),  fu(B) is the unbound fraction of the drug in the blood, Clint-in vivo is the average value of in vivo hepatic intrinsic clearance (s-1), andis the local volume averaged drug concentration in plasma (mgml-1). In addition to Eq. (3), the concentration dependent hepatocellular metabolism can be described by Michaelis–Menten equation as:
	 (4)
	where Mmax and KM are maximum metabolism rate capacity (mgs-1 ml-1) and affinity term (mgml-1), respectively. Applying a transient mass balance over the differential element with a thickness of (x results in:
	 (5)
	where DAB is the molecular diffusion of the unbound drug in the plasma (m2s-1), ( is the sinusoidal based porosity, (  is the sinusoidal based tortuosity, fu(B) is the unbound fraction of the drug in the blood, A is the cross sectional area perpendicular to the hepatic blood flow into the liver tissue representative slab (m2), x is the position of the drug compound in the liver (m),  is the hepatocellular metabolism rate (mgs-1), K* is the liver tissue partition coefficient, t is time (s), is axial dispersion coefficient (m2s-1), and is the blood Darcy velocity (ms-1) obtained  from the Darcy law given as:
	 (6)
	where Qh is the hepatic perfusion rate (mls-1). Having the sinusoidal permeability of the liver tissue and the blood pressure drop across the liver, the blood Darcy velocity can be obtained as:
	 (7)
	where (P/L is the linear blood pressure gradient (Pas.m-1) across the liver and ( is the blood viscosity (Pas.s). Since, according to Darcy’s law, the Darcy velocity of the blood is considered as the average blood velocity across the liver, the axial dispersion coefficient is assumed to be constant due to the constant Darcy velocity. Based on the dispersion number (Dn=Pe-1) of 0.17 for the liver (Roberts and Rowland, 1986), an axial dispersion coefficient of 1.28 ×10-4 m2/s was used for simulation. 
	The partial differential governing equation of drug transfer, Eq. (8), then, is derived by substituting the metabolism term by Eq. (3) and normalizing Eq. (5) by the volume of the differential element followed by simplifying the equation and letting (x and (t go to zero as:
	 (8)
	where  is the hepatocellular metabolism rate normalized by the liver tissue volume (mgml-1 s-1) given by Eqs. (3) and (4) for a constant and nonlinear hepatocellular metabolism, respectively. Accordingly, the intrinsic clearance function is defined as:
	 (9)
	As indicated in Eq. (8), the time dependent drug concentration in both hepatocytes and plasma is described by the accumulation term on the right side of the equation. The liver structural characteristics of porosity and tortuosity are included in the governing equation while the blood Darcy velocity and the axial dispersion coefficient takes into account the influence of the tissue permeability. If instantaneous drug distribution in the body occurs following intravenous (IV) bolus injection of drug then the ratio of the IV dose (X0) to the volume of distribution (Vd) determines the plasma drug concentration at the blood entry to the liver. At the liver inlet and outlet boundaries the convective mass flow predominates and diffusion and dispersion are assumed to be insignificant. Consequently, the boundary conditions and initial conditions can be described as:
	 (10)
	 (11)
	When the drug distribution within the liver is complete, the model can predict the plasma unbound drug concentration just at the liver outlet. With knowledge of the drug concentration at the inlet and outlet of the liver the hepatic clearance (Clh-LVA) can be evaluated as:
	 (12)
	whereis the local volume averaged unbound drug concentration (mgml-1), L is the equivalent length of the liver (m). In order to compare the proposed model to other models, the hepatic clearance was calculated for WS, PT and DP models, respectively, as follows (Ito and Houston, 2004):
	 (13)
	 (14)
	 (15)
	where Clh-WS, Clh-PT  and Clh-DP  (s-1) are the hepatic clearance suggested by WS, PT and DP models, the dispersion number of Dn in Equation (15) is 0.17 and a is defined as (Roberts and Rowland, 1986):
	 (16)
	where Vt  is the volume of the liver tissue (ml) and can be calculated for males and females by  Equations (17) and (18), respectively, as a function of body weight as (Anderson et al., 2000):
	 (17)
	 (18)
	where Vt is the liver volume (ml), Wb is the body weight (kg) and ac is the number of drinks per day. With estimates of hepatic clearance (Clh) and the hepatic perfusion rate (Qh), the bioavailability is calculated as (Roberts and Rowland, 1986):
	 (19)
	2.2 Numerical Solution of the Moldel

	The model was numerically solved based on some assumptions and physical arguments as:
	 Extrahepatic clearance of the drug was negligible.
	 Biliary excretion of parent drug was negligible.
	 Following IV administration drug undergoes instantaneous distribution in the body such that plasma drug concentration at the liver inlet could be assumed as the ratio of IV dose to the volume of distribution of the drug.
	 Blood concentration to plasma concentration ratio of the drug was unity.
	 The unbound fraction of the drug in the blood remained unchanged with time.
	 Radial dispersion was negligible compared to advection and axial dispersion as each lobule function is independent of neighboring lobules.
	The liver representative slab was divided into N+1 nodes where N was the node at the liver outlet and N+1 was a fictitious node just in the hepatic vein. Then, Eq. (8) was discretized using implicit finite difference method. Rearranging the finite difference equations resulted in the following system of algebraic equations as:
	 (20)
	 (21)
	 (22)
	where i is the node index, C represents the plasma unbound drug concentration, and the coefficients of (, (, (, and (  are defined as:
	 (23)
	The mesh size was determined based on the sensitivity analysis of the drug concentration gradient across the liver with respect to the number of nodes at 100 s. Time step size was determined based on the analysis of stability, accuracy and the speed of solution. Gauss-Seidel iterative method with a convergence criterion of 10-6 was used for solving the system of algebraic equations simultaneously in MATLAB. Simulation was performed for seven drugs, lidocaine, metoprolol, verapamil, caffeine, timolol, diazepam, and phenacetin (Shibata et al, 2002), at a hepatic perfusion rate of 1500 mlmin-1 and a sinusoidal porosity of 0.12 (Bonfiglio et al., 2010) for a time-course of 200 s following a 5 mg IV dose of each drug. The tortuosity of the liver tissue was calculated according to the tortuosity of porous media consisting of layer by layer parallel rods as (Perry and Green, 2008):
	 (24)
	Table 1 shows the reported pharmacokinetic properties of each drug used for the simulation. Lidocaine, with a tissue partition coefficient of 0.61 (Joseph et al., 2001), was chosen as a candidate for the simulation of drug distribution across the liver as well as for sensitivity analyses.
	Table 1 Pharmacokinetic parameters a of drugs used for simulation
	Drug
	Unbound fraction
	Intrinsic clearance
	(mlmin-1kg-1)
	Volume of distribution (Lkg-1)
	Lidocaine
	0.615
	29.8
	3.00 
	Metoprolol
	0.883
	17.8
	4.5
	Verapamil
	0.280
	31.0
	4.63
	Caffeine
	0.650
	1.7e
	1.06
	Phenacetin
	0.600
	127.5
	1.55
	Timolol
	0.400
	7.7 
	3.5
	Diazepam
	0.013
	0.3
	1.57
	a (Shibata et al., 2002)
	3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	Based on a sensitivity analysis performed for the drug concentration gradient across the liver with respect to the grid size at 100 s, a mesh size of 0.63 mm equivalent to 350 nodes was adopted for the numerical solution. According to accuracy and speed of solution, which were performed for different time step sizes of 0.1, 1, 5, and 10 s, a time step size of 1 s was used for the numerical solution.
	Figure 3a depicts the LVA-based model predictions and observations (Shibata et al., 2002) of the hepatic clearance including the uncertainty (error bars) associated with reported data for seven drugs at a perfusion rate of 1500 mlmin-1. A good agreement between predicted and reported values can be observed. Although the LVA-based model underestimates timolol and slightly overestimates caffeine hepatic clearance, the predicted values are within the uncertainties of the observed values with a coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.91. Figure 3b illustrates the LVA-based model predictions and observations (Shibata et al., 2002) of bioavailability including the error bar of the reported values for seven drugs at a perfusion rate of 1500 mlmin-1 for a 70 kg male subject. A relatively good agreement is observed between predicted and observed values although LVA-based model overestimates verapamil, lidocaine and timolol. The error can be attributed to the difference between observed values of oral bioavailability, which includes drug loss across the intestinal wall, and the LVA model predicted values of the hepatic bioavailability. In addition, because the error associated with the predicted hepatic clearance propagates into the predicted values of bioavailability, according to Eq. (11), the error is accumulated in the predicted bioavailability values. The influence of hepatic clearance prediction error on the calculated bioavailability can be well observed for verapamil where the underestimated hepatic clearance leads to overestimation of bioavailability.
	Fig. 3 Predicted values of hepatic clearance (a) and bioavailability from LVA-based model compared to observed values reported by (Shibata et al., 2002) for seven drugs.
	Table 2 indicates that LVA-based model predictions of hepatic clearance at a dispersion number of 0.17 are consistent with PT and DP models; however, a larger discrepancy between LVA and WS models can be distinguished due to the significant simplifications associated with the WS model. Comparing the predicted values to the observed values, Table 2 indicates that the LVA-based model improves predictability for diazepam although the model slightly overestimates caffeine hepatic clearance compared to WS, PT and DP models.
	Table 2 Observed hepatic clearance (mlmin-1Kg-1) and the predicted values from LVA, WS, PT, and DP models for seven drugs
	Drug
	Clh_LVA
	Clh_WS
	Clh_PT
	Clh_DP
	Observed
	Valuesa
	Verapamil
	7.51
	6.18
	7.14
	6.84
	11.8±5.0
	Phenacetin
	20.00
	16.74
	20.83
	19.83
	19.6±4.5
	Lidocaine
	12.27
	9.88
	12.32
	11.51
	12.5±1.5
	Metoprolol
	11.63
	10.14
	12.70
	11.86
	10.8±1.5
	Caffeine
	2.83
	1.05
	1.08
	1.07
	1.0±0.4
	Timolol
	4.29
	3.11
	3.11
	3.35
	7.7±1.2
	Diazepam
	0.47
	0.01
	0.01
	0.01
	0.3±0.1
	a (Shibata et al., 2002)
	Mean squared prediction errors (MSEs) of hepatic clearance were 7.14, 18.41, 8.15, and 9.42 for LVA, WS, PT and DP models, respectively. The higher MSE in the WS model is due to its less mechanistic nature and oversimplified assumptions for the hepatic elimination process as compared with LVA, PT and DP models while MSE resulted from LVA model is close to PT and DP models because of more mechanistic assumptions associated with the models. Comparing resultant MSEs from models indicates that LVA-based model can lead to smaller MSE values of hepatic clearance. Since LVA model takes into account more structural (i.e. porosity, tortuosity) and physico-chemical parameters (i.e. tissue partition coefficient) compared to other three models, errors associated with the parameters propagate in the solution resulting in larger uncertainties in predictions. Despite the existence of such a potential error can in LVA predictions, the resultant MSE is still smaller than those of the other models which might be an indication of an improved predictability of the hepatic clearance. Another source of error in calculating MSE values is associated with the assumption of negligible extrahepatic clearance of the drugs. Any source of extrahepatic clearance associated with the reported experimental observations can increase the discrepancy between the observations and predictions which consequently leads to larger MSE. With respect to the model predictability of bioavailability, except for WS model resulting in larger MSE of 0.06, other models resulted in the same MSE value of 0.04.
	Figure 4 illustrates the plasma unbound drug concentration gradient of lidocaine across the liver at different times in the presence and absence of axial dispersion. In the absence of dispersion (Dn=0), only diffusion and advection contributes to drug transport such that the drug distributes along the liver in 20 s (figure 4); however, in the presence of dispersion (Dn=0.17) the drug is rapidly distributed in the liver such that the drug compound appears at the hepatic vein in less than 10 s. This indicates that axial dispersion has a significant role in describing the drug distribution in the liver. This is very consistent with the results reported by Roberts and Rowland (1986) who described the residence time of a drug bolus in the liver using dispersion model.
	Fig. 4 Unbound drug concentration vs. equivalent length of the liver at different times following IV administration of 5 mg lidocaine.
	Figure 5 depicts the sensitivity of bioavailability to the intrinsic clearance and unbound fraction at a liver porosity of 0.12 and perfusion rate of 1500 mlmin-1. For low values of unbound fraction (<0.1) or intrinsic clearance (<0.1 Lmin-1kg-1) bioavailability gradually decreases with increases in either unbound fraction or intrinsic clearance or both. When unbound fraction and intrinsic clearance are low, an increase in only one does not produce a substantial drop in bioavailability due to the suppressing effect of the low value of the other variable. However, for higher values (>0.15) of unbound fraction and intrinsic clearance, an increase in either one causes a significant drop in bioavailability implying that metabolism rate is sufficiently sensitive to the magnitude of values of either unbound dug fraction or intrinsic clearance.
	Fig. 5 Bioavailability of lidocaine versus intrinsic clearance and unbound fraction at a sinusoidal perfusion rate of 1500 mlmin-1.
	Since the liver porosity may vary due to different circumstances (i.e. individual variability, disease), the sensitivity of drug concentration gradient across the liver with respect to the liver porosity was investigated. Figure 6 depicts the drug concentration gradient across the liver at different times for the axial dispersion number of 0.17 within the porosity variation limit of 0.12(5% (0.06 and 0.18). An increase and decrease in the liver porosity lead to higher and lower plasma drug concentration across the liver which is associated with the effect of the porosity on the sinusoidal blood velocity (pore velocity), which is obtained by the ratio of blood Darcy velocity to the porosity. Lower sinusoidal porosity leads to higher pore velocity enhancing the effect of the advection term in Eq. (8). Larger advection causes the drug to move forward faster so that the residence time is reduced and the drug concentration gradient shifts forward at any position during the transient distribution time. Higher porosity reduces the plasma drug concentration shifting the drug concentration curve backward. However, the effect of porosity on the concentration gradient becomes insignificant at 80 s when the drug distribution across the liver has reached steady state.
	Fig. 6 The influence of porosity on plasma unbound drug concentration gradient across the liver at different times for lidocaine for axial dispersion number (Dn) of 0.17: ( (, (=0.06;  ( , (=0.12; (((, (=0.18.
	4. CONCLUSION
	Being consistent with well know models and observations of hepatic clearance of seven drugs, the proposed LVA-based model can be successfully used for predicting transient drug concentration gradient across the liver and hepatic clearance. The sensitivity analyses revealed that the influence of axial dispersion on the drug concentration gradient and residence time of the drug across the liver is so significant that ignoring the axial dispersion causes a significant error in predicting hepatic drug elimination. The model’s ability to spatially describe the time dependent drug concentration across the liver makes the model potentially useful for investigating the effect of a pathological deficiency (i.e. shunting) on the pattern of drug distribution across the liver. Future refinements of the model will address the incorporation of mass transfer resistance associated with transporters and mass diffusion across the hepatocellular membranes. A departure from reported observations may exist if the diffusion mass transfer resistance across the hepatocellular membrane is higher than convection mass transfer resistance. This situation violates the assumption of local equilibrium and can result in significant error in predictions. The assumption of local equilibrium represented by the tissue partition coefficient also precludes addition of the role of transporters and their potential contribution as a rate-limiting process in the drug intrinsic clearance.
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	NOMENCLATURE
	A  cross sectional area (m2)
	a  constant in Eq. (15)
	C  concentration (mgml-1)
	<C>  local volume averaged drug concentration (mgml-1)
	Cl  clearance (s-1)
	D  molecular diffusivity (m2s-1)
	D||  axial dispersion coefficient (m2s-1)
	d  diameter (m)
	F  bioavailability (dimensionless)
	f  fraction (dimensionless)
	K  affinity term (mgml-1) 
	K*  partition coefficient (dimensionless)
	k  permeability (m2)
	L  linear dimension of the liver (m)
	l  REV linear length (m)
	M  metabolism rate capacity (mgs-1ml-1)
	m(  metabolism rate (mgs-1)
	  normalized hepatocellular metabolism (mgs-1ml-1) 
	P  pressure (Nm-2)
	Pe                Peclet number
	Q  perfusion rate (mls-1)
	t  time (s)
	u  Darcy velocity (ms-1)
	V  volume (ml)
	W  body weight (kg)
	X drug dose (mg)
	x  coordinate (m) 
	Greek Symbols 
	( coefficient in Eqs. (20)-(22)
	( coefficient in Eqs. (20)-(22)
	(  coefficient in Eqs. (20)-(22)
	(  porosity (dimensionless)
	(  coefficient in Eqs. (20)-(22)
	(  viscosity (Pa.s)
	(  tortuosity (dimensionless)
	( propert of interest 
	<(>  local volume average of the property 
	Superscripts 
	d dispersion
	p  plasma
	t  time index
	Subscripts 
	AB molecular diffusion of A in B
	B blood
	h hepatic
	h_DP hepatic clearance associated with DP model
	h_LVA hepatic clearance associated with LVA model
	h_PT hepatic clearance associated with PT model
	h_WS hepatic clearance associated with WS model
	i node index
	int intrinsic
	int_invivo in vivo intrinsic
	o initial
	l REV length
	m maximum
	M associated with Michaelis_Menthon equation
	met metabolism
	n number
	p pore
	phys physiological
	u(B) unbound drug in the blood
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